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Our DNA



Responsiveness, adaptability and technical expertise are an integral to the DNA of the Brun
Group and its subsidiaries. 

Our employees undergo regular training and are committed on a daily basis. They contribute to
maintaining operational performance while guaranteeing optimum safety.

The Group’s added value: technical and environmental expertise aimed at providing support to
customers while maintaining driver comfort and safety.

HISTORY

1910
Georges Brun, the company’s founder,
transports general goods from the Romanche
Valley to Vizille station using horse-drawn
carriages.

1954
Daniel Le Roux, Lucien Brun’s son-in-law,
takes over the company’s management and
establishes it in Eybens.
At this point in time, the site has around
twenty vehicles.

2023

1930
Lucien Brun, his son, continues to develop

the Group’s business with trucks and
specialises in hazardous materials.

1971
Jean-Yves Le Roux, the founder’s great-grandson,

heads the Group which is entirely owned by the
family. 

Under his leadership and thanks to strong external
growth, the Group becomes a renowned player in

the transport of dangerous goods and speciality
products.

His daughters, Marine and Chloé Le Roux,
take over the family business.
This 5th generation diversifies the Group’s
activities while prioritising respect for the
environment and reducing its carbon
footprint.
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All our subsidiaries are autonomous, but closely
linked by their values and expertise – they have
even retained their original names. 

This was a conscious decision following their
takeover in order to maintain their local
reputation and identity.

More information on our website
> groupebrun.net

Location
                                                                    Fos-sur-Mer, 13
                         Saint-Loubès, 33
                    Saint-Pol-sur-Mer, 59
                     Vieux-Thann, 68
                                                            
Villeneuve-Tolosane, 31
               Eybens, 38
                  Ozouer-le-Voulgis, 77
                       La-Roquette-sur-Var, 06
                                                               
Neuville-Saint-Amand, 02
               Kilstett, 67      
                               Él incourt-Sainte-Marguerite, 60 

AMATO TRANSPORT AFFRETEMENT - 
AQUITRANS - 
BECQUET - 
BLONDEL - 
BRUN PERGUILHEM OCCITANIE (BPO) - 

BRUN - 
BRUNO - 
BURLOTTO - 
CARGO ORGANISATION SERVICES (COS) -

JUNG - 
GUY LEFEBVRE -

 
Vieux-Thann, 68
                                  Limay + Les Sorinières, 78 + 44
 
Gonfreville-l'Orcher + Rouen, 76
                                                                                               
Martigues, 13
                       Saint-Genis-Laval, 69
             Vieux-Thann + Saint-Rambert-d'Albon, 68 + 26
                      Hauconcourt, 57
                       Eybens, 38
                              Dunkirk + Mulhouse, 59 + 68
                                Machelen, 18 Belgi um

LOGISTIQUE ET PRESTATIONS INDUSTRIELLES (LEPI) - 

MAZET MERCIER -
NORMANDIE SOLUTIONS SERVICES (NSS) - 

SOCIÉTÉ AIXOISE DE LOCATION ET DE TRANSPORT  (SALT) - 

SERVANIN - 
SMVI - 
SPECILOR - 
LOCATANK - 
TANK SERVICE -
VANDERVORST  -

SUBSIDIARIES



Our long-standing customers play a vital role in Brun Group’s success.

We are grateful for the trust they have placed in our services over the years. 
These enduring partnerships are a testament to our customers’ trust in our transport and logistics services. 

Our commitment to the highest standards of safety, reliability and compliance has been the bedrock of these
relationships.

Asphaltex

CUSTOMERS



CO
LNG
Fuel
Bitumen
Chemicals (stainless steel and coated)
LPG

SEMI-TRAILER FLEET
Our tanks

Other
Containers
Container carriers
Skips
Ampliroll
Concrete mixers
Flatbed trucks
Flatbed trucks with crane
Oversize load flatbed trucks
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ENGINE FLEET
EURO 6 tractors
LNG tractors
EURO 6, LNG and CNG rigids trucks

SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT

Our tanks and containers can be handled from the ground

FLEET OF VEHICLES

Metered distribution
Pump, compressor
Generator
Truck-mounted forklifts
Electric pallet truck



TRADES



Our activities



Road
transport



CRYOGENICS

Bulk and
packaged

24/7 service

Argon, Nitrogen,
CO  , Helium,

Hydrogen,
Oxygen

Owned
cryogenic
packaging

Industrial sites, sensitive sites and health establishments

Acceptance and hauling of customer equipment
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LNG

Owned
tanks

Measured distribution at service stations and industrial sites

Hauling

Bunkering
of ships



HYDROGEN

Mobility, energy
transition, industry

Expertise and implementation of optimised logistics schemes

Hauling

Connection and unloading
on site



LPG

By tank semi-trailer  
and rigid truck

With mass measurement system and ATEX radio remote control

Bulk and packaged LPG



CHEMICALS

Storage
tank hire

Inorganic chemicals
and solvents

Metered
distribution in
IBCs and tanks

Bulk liquids 
and powders,
packaged

Single and multi-compartment, container ship



HYDROCARBONS

Special fuelsBunkering of ships

Distribution of fuel and fuel oil at service stations on
industrial sites and to private customers

Tank semi-trailer and rigid truck



BITUMEN

Construction sites
and/or bitumen plants

Heat-insulated tank

Sea freight exports

Release into the atmosphere from the ground, thereby preventing both the risk of
splashing when the tank dome is opened and falls due to working at height



ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION

Multiloader trailer with or
without grapple + skip

loader truck

Building rubble skip,
Ampliroll, concrete mixer

Flatbed truck with crane

Evacuation and transport
of ship sludge and slop

by tanker

Transport of construction
products and waste in
tippers and flatbeds



PACKAGED GOODS

General cargo and long
goods, palletised or not

FIBC : asbestos, explosives and other products

Hazardous and non-
hazardous waste
(trackdéchets tool)

Tarpaulin-covered transport (rigid truck or semi-trailer, standard, tailboard,
truck-mounted forklifts), standard flatbed



OVERSIZE LOADS

 Standard flatbeds,
extendable flatbeds,

extendable lowbed
trailers, heavy machinery

transport trucks

Transport of site
equipment, bungalows,
crane arms, petroleum
product tanks, etc.

1st, 2nd and 3rd category transport



Logistics
solutions and
intermodal
transport



EQUIPMENT HIRE

Semi-trailer
hire

Specific designs: steel or stainless steel tanks, customised coatings at the
customer’s request compatible with transported products

Adapted intermodal
chassis with 
ergonomic access

Tank containers (gas)
from 27.5 bar to 140 bar

Tank containers : stainless steel and special steels, low and high pressure from 4 bar
to 140 bar

Mobile tank



INTERMODAL
TRANSPORT

200 ITUs and 140 chassis

Environmentally-friendly logistics solutions

Solutions adapted
to customer needs

Operation of a
multimodal terminal

Door-to-door services with
no transloading



STORAGE AND
WAREHOUSING

Supply
of teams

Storage services : ADR and non-ADR products

On-site industrial services

Hydrocarbon
depot

Cracking station

Loading of powdered products using a Dino with integrated dust collector and
high-capacity hopper



Other
services



HEATING STATION
Electric heating station

Steam heating station
Hot water

heating station

2 computer-controlled and regulated heating stations : Dunkirk and Fos-sur-Mer



WASHING

Reheating and regulatory
testing

External washing of units with rollers

Internal washing of 
chemical and food tanks

Cleaning of
industrial sites

Washing and storage
of IBCs

2 stations : Dunkirk and Mulhouse



MAINTENANCE

Routine maintenance 
or specific interventions 

by specialist 
technicians

ADR inspection, periodic tank testing centre

Preparation and performance
of roadworthiness tests

Metrology : inspection
and repair of measuring

equipment for liquids other
than water

Vehicle accessory assembly centre:
pumps, compressors, generators,
customer OBCs, etc.

Maintenance of running gear and distribution unit for customer cryogenic tanks



Safety and  
environment



VEHICLE
MAINTENANCE 

Maintenance of running gear and
distribution unit for our tanks

Metrology : inspection and
repair of measuring
equipment for liquids other
than water

Preparation and performance of
roadworthiness tests

ADR inspection, periodic tank
testing centre



OUR SAFETY-TRAINED
EXPERTS

A team of tutors for each business line

Subsidiary QHSE managers

12 safety advisers

SAFETY
ABOVE

ALL

Delegated training instructors 

A group QHSE manager

ADR-trained drivers with specialised training
depending on the material transported

Regular safety audits for our drivers



Investment in an engine fleet using alternative energy sources to diesel

ISO 9001 : 2015 group certification for all transport subsidiaries

10 SQAS-assessed subsidiaries

Recycling and limiting waste

Employee participation through monthly consumption monitoring

Selection of suppliers demonstrating environmentally-friendly practices
in their supply of goods and services

Reduction of carbon and fine particle emissions: investment in the most
technologically advanced equipment and drivers trained in energy-
efficient driving

Raising awareness of good environmental practices among our
permanent and workshop staff

CSR AND
CERTIFICATIONS



CONTACTS

F-02 Neuville-Saint-Amand
+33 (0)6 02 12 54 56
j.bersez@brun-invest.net

F-69 Saint-Genis-Laval 
+33 (0)4 78 56 04 00
p.martinella@brun-invest.net

For more information 
on our subsidiaries, 
please visit our website 
www.groupebrun.net

F-13 Fos-sur-Mer
+33 (0)4 42 87 62 10
j.digrazia@brun-invest.net

F-33 Saint-Loubès
+33 (0)5 56 06 06 33
p.letourneau@brun-invest.net

F-59 Saint-Pol-sur-Mer
+33 (0)3 28 64 70 18
c.magnier@brun-invest.net

F-68 Vieux-Thann
+33 (0)3 89 38 69 70
b.hondermarck@brun-invest.net

F-31 Villeneuve-Tolosane
+33 (0)5 34 60 43 37
t.vergeylen@brun-invest.net

F-38 Eybens
+33 (0)4 76 62 67 14
g.pascalis@brun-invest.net

F-77 Ozouer-le-Voulgis
+33 (0)1 64 07 61 26
e.gonnet@brun-invest.net

F-06 La Roquette-sur-Var
+33 (0)4 92 02 51 60
m.fournier@brun-invest.net

F-67 Kilstett
+33 (0)3 88 96 33 31
b.hondermarck@brun-invest.net

F-60 Elincourt-Sainte-Marguerite
+33 (0)3 44 96 00 31
c.voisin@brun-invest.net

F-68 Vieux-Thann
+33 (0)3 89 35 74 20
d.krugler@brun-invest.net

F-78 Limay
F-44 Les Sorinières
+33 (0)1 34 97 22 00 
+33 (0)2 40 12 32 99 
f.taviaux@brun-invest.net

F-13 Martigues
+33 (0)4 42 07 27 27
j.digrazia@brun-invest.net

F-57 Hauconcourt
+33 (0)6 40 76 25 15
t.metaye@brun-invest.net

F-38 Eybens
+33 (0)4 76 62 67 00
locatank@brun-invest.net

F-59 Saint-Pol-sur-Mer
F-68 Vieux-Thann
+33 (0)3 28 25 32 87
+33 (0)3 89 38 69 44
s.adou@brun-invest.net

B-18 Machelen
+32 270 44 070
l.vanwin@brun-invest.net

F-68 Vieux-Thann
F-26 Saint-Rambert-d'Albon
+33 (0)3 89 38 69 46
+33 (0)4 75 68 97 45
d.riesbeck@brun-invest.net

F-76 Rouen
+33 (0)2 32 81 65 20
n.chanroux@brun-invest.net

mailto:Cargo-Organisations-Services@brun-invest.net
mailto:info@transportvandervorst.be
mailto:NSS@brun-invest.net


OUR SALES
MANAGERS

Chemicals
Christophe

+33 (0)6 12 47 60 61

c.wioland@brun-invest.net

WIOLAND

Cryogenics
Sylvain

+33 (0)6 49 31 35 54

s.briski@brun-invest.net

BRISKI

Container hire
Stéphane

 +33 (0)6 77 85 05 07 

s.duthoit@brun-invest.net 

DUTHOIT

LPG
Serge

+33 (0)6 15 78 02 14 

s.quiedeville@brun-invest.net 

QUIEDEVILLE

Chemicals and
intermodal transport

+33 (0)6 44 19 12 61

Cyril
c.pinero@brun-invest.net 

PINERO

Hydrocarbons and
new energy

+33 (0)6 23 15 19 43

f.behotas@brun-invest.net 
FabienneBEHOTAS



Boasting more than a century of experience, the Brun Group specialises in the
transport of dangerous goods and logistics solutions for speciality products.

Over the years, the Group has successfully adapted to market changes while
preserving the family values that underpin its strength.

Composed of a team of experts, our design office allows us to create innovative
and custom solutions to meet our customer’s needs while ensuring maximum

safety and high-quality service.

We are aware of the complexity of the sector and the ecological issues involved.
As such, we are reducing our environmental impact by using more responsible
fuels and adopting cutting-edge technologies to improve our energy efficiency.

Our teams are trained on a daily basis to uphold the highest standards of quality
and safety.

Thanks to our unwavering commitment and loyalty to our customers, we have
earned a leading position in the industry.

Lionel Radenne,
Managing Director 

www.groupebrun.net
brun-invest@brun-invest.net

+33 (0)4 76 62 67 00

https://www.linkedin.com/company/brun-invest/mycompany/
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